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Match Maker

the ·i nside. ---~-----__.....,,.,_

Cats beat Owls

The Great American

Pg.II

'Sinokeout Pg.2

F _lirty fifties Hornecontittg thente
A headline feature of the week
Although the Central campus nostalgia for contemporary stuhas changed dramatically during dents, many who were not yet is the University Drama depart·
ment's production of "The Match:
the past 25 years, alumni borh in 1950.
A week-long string of on-campus maker," opening Wednesday
returning for Homecoming on
November 18 may have an eerie events straight out of the night, November 15 and continupast-sock hops, hayrides, hon· ing through Saturday. . Curtain
feeling of familiarity when they
catch a glimpse of today's . fires and pep days-will culminate time will be 8 p.m. in McConnell
in weekend athletic, artistic and Auditorium.
students.
alumni functions.
All alumni, parents and friends
The honored classes of 1953 and
.1968 are sure, to see bobbie socks,
A few other items like Friday's · of the university are especif(lly
baggie slacks and saddle oxfords Casino Royale and Saturday's welcome on campus during the
galore, because this year's home- Gong Show are thrown in to give weekend.
_
CQming theme, "Rock Around the the week a contemporary flare, as
Alumni from the classes of 1953
· and 1968 will meet friends and
Clock," is heavily laden with well.

professors at a reunion-reception against this year's varsity team.
in the Samuelson Union Building
Homecoming nightcaps will be
on campus from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. · provided after those alumni games
on Saturday.
at a public, · no-host reception at
Ellensburg's Thunderbird Motel,
Kick-off for the Homecoming
sponsored by the Wildcat Athletic
football game is at 1 p.m. sharp 'a i Club.
Tomlinson Field, when the Wildcats face the University of Puget
Alumni and visitors can partake
Sound.
in several culinary delights prepared on campus during the
Immediately after the game, all weekend. Friday evening there is
Central alumni" are invited to the a semi-formal dinner at the SUB
president's reception center for a featuring cornish game hen,
gathering hosted by Central's new Saturday morning a SUB strawchief e?Cecutive, · Dr. Donald Gar- berry breakfast with waffles and
on Sunday morning a brunch at
rity and his wife Virginia.
Holmes Dining Hall with every- .
thing from chilled fruit to split pea
Saturday evening at 6: 15 p.ni.,
soup. ·
alumni basketball action starts,
with two games slated--one in
which eastern Washington Central
Additional information about
alums take on those west of the
any Homecoming events can be
Cascades and the second in which
obtained from the Associated ·
the . recent graduates are pitted
Students of Central, 963-1691 .

•
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E. O.P..to face internal cha.n ges
By David Adams
The Equal Opportunities Program is not going to .be eliminated,
but will face some serious and
substantial ,changes according to

the Dean of Student Development,
Don Guy.
Guy said the changes will relate
to two areas of importance to the
university, namely recruitment
and retention.

DANCE WITH THE WIND-Dancing, one of the
oldest forms of creaive art gives local daneers many
pleasures. Faye McAdams, a member of the Labor

Guy stated that there needs to
be more accountability to the
university by EOP,. He added that
currently, though the EOP staff is
working hard, they are not
"accountable to a great extent."

Temple Dance Collective, spends many · hours
practicing for a performance. Related story page
eight. [Photo by Damian A. f .efarz]
,=-
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"This is not a we-they situ~tion," Guy stated the requiiements as
Guy said as he explained that the follows:
reasons behind the changes are
not due. to jealousy between the 1) Director; Doctorate required.
frefer sxperience in the delivery
counseling center and EOP staff.
"This is merely an upgrading of a of student services with an
system which will benefit all emphasis on minority affairs.
minority students," he said.
2) Some administrative experience
Guy said that some of the
changes will include, reorganizing is preferred.
EOP- to a Center for Minority ;
Affairs· and · Educational Opportu- 3) Demonstr.ated potential for
nity, hiring an Assistant Dean for working with students in a n
Minority Affairs and Educational advisory role.
Opportunity, and possible academic requirements for EOP
4) Willingness to accept and work
stuaents.
Those requirements
with persons from all ethnic
could take the form of wor~ groups.
progress reports.
There will be four counseling
"The midway house aspect of positions available according to
EOP will not change," Guy said.
Guy's letter. The requirements
"Bring people out Of one culture for those positions are:
into another you need a halfway
1) Masters degree in Counseling,
point for them to adjust."
Guy added that the "ethnic related field or equivalency.
sensitivity" which currently exists
will remain, but the counseling 2) Demonstrated potential for
working with students in acaaspect of EOP will be improved.
He said that currently the demic, advisory and counseling
counseling aspect is not what it roles.
could be, and that the changes will 3) Willingness to accept and work
improve that.
~ith persons from all ethnic
groups.
In a letter to President Garrity,
dated November l, 1978, Guy
states that, "A reorganization to a
The counseling positions will be
Center for Minority· Affairs and · filled in order to work with A sian,
Educational Opportunity demon~ Black, Chicano, and Native . L f-'1"strates a definite commitment by ican origins.
the i'nstitution to establish a
Guy stated that the , .,; . ~nt
quality program of minority and EOP personnel are eligible to
EOP students."
apply for the positions, however ff
they do not meet the qualifications
"Also, it is anticipated that such "their contracts will IL t be
a Center will increase the renewed."
credibility of EOP within the
campus community as well as·
.,Lud.:nts
Guy said that m:
improve the working relationships do not need EOP '
.me point of
among support programs and togetherness. lfo said that the
departments.
new director will have responsiFive people will be hired to run bility to th<=>·f;n L ,
·.'1d EOP. He
~ •• c: new Cent t=:r ' for Minority
added t r
under such changes,
Affairs. ·I n the letter to Garrity, minori'
:udents will benefit.

.
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News Notes. S1nokers beware
Pavilion

tn

close Tluinksgiving

Following our policy of past years, Nicholson Pavilion will not be
open for any recreational activities during the Thanksgiving
holiday. The facilitie~ will be locked from noon Wednesday until
8 a.m. Monday.
During this time, the Department of Physical Education will be
hosting the AIWA/USFHA National Tournament in Nicholson
Pavilion. There will be exhibits and a snack bar in the Field
House, and you are welcome to watch the hockey tournaments at a
slight entrance fee.
·
We ask your cooperation in not attempting to use the facilities at
this time. The building facilities will be opened to hockey players
with the proper identification only. Unauthorized persons will be
asked to leave.

l.D. Required
To get into a bar, a student needs.identification, and to get into
the Pavilion, a student is now required to show an identification
card.
According to Pavilion security personnel, those wishing to use
the facilities must show their student body card or other official
identification.
The purpose of the identification check is to prevent the entry of
unauthorized persons who may subsequently cause trouble or get
hurt.
·
Identification cards are required only in the evenings and on
weekends. Security personnel will watch closely for non:.valid
·
cards.

More Federal grants available
More Federal grants to middle-income college and vocational
students will be available for the first time thanks to a new law
known as the Middle Income Student Assistance Act.
The new law allows students in higher income families to obtain
educational grants. In the past, only those students from families
with incomes of $16,000 or less were elii'ible. The new ceiling will
be $26,000.
The law will take effect in the fall of 1979. Students who qualify
will be eligible for grants ranging from $208, for those with the
highest family incomes, to $1,800 per year for those with incomes of
$6,800 or less.
Guidelines state that a grant can't exceed half the cost of a college
education.

Now in its second year, the and greater stamina. "Also, if no
smokeout succeeded in getting disease is present when the
.many people to give up smoking smoker quits, damage to the lungs
for at least one day last year.
and other organs repairs itself,"
These are some tips to help a adds the ACS.
smoker who is anticipating a rough
. day:
Tell the people you are going to
be around of your plan to quit for
the day.
It will add to the
commitment.
Have something to nibble on
instead of smQking.
Get rid of all the cigarettes in
your home, car, or work place.
Exercise everytime you feel
the urge to smoke; or if all else
fails, dive in, you can't smoke
There are 53.3 million smokers
while under water!
There are many reasons for in America · today-45.6 million
adults and 7. 7 million young people
smokers to give up smoking.
"Besides causing 72,000 lung between the ages of 12 and 20.
The ACS recommends some tips
cancer deaths each year, smoking
On Nov.16,
has been implicated in other to help a smoker kick the habit for
Quit smokins for a day.
American Cancer Soc:tetr
diseases, ranging from colds and good. Make a commitment-start
gastric ulcers to chronic bronchi- today. Get plenty of excercise,
tis, emphysema, heart disease and learn to relax and notice how much
Central's President Garrity has hazards to unborn children.
better things taste and smell.
joined in and stopped smoking for Altogether, cancer and other
There will never be a better
the entire day.
diseases· due to smoking cause · time to stop than today. There
There is an estimated 1,250,000 more than 250,000 premature will be an information table
smokers in the State of Washing- deaths each year," according to - sponsored by the Central Health
ton and the Cancer Society hopes the ACS.
Club and the ACS in the SUB
that at least one in five will prove
There are many benefits . of today from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. If
to themselves they can quit--one quitting smoking; a longer life, anyone has any questions or would
day at a time. ·
less coughing, easier breathing, like some information, stop by.

By Beeky Prieur
One may notice many fidgety,
jumpy people today who are
consuming large amounts of
candy, peanuts, carrots and celery
stalks this day. This is probably
due to the fact that today is the
Great American Smokeout.
Sponsored by th-e American
Cancer Society, the smokeout is
designed to help people kick the
habit. Many people will stop for
just one day, while others will quit
for good.

· Getoff
your butt.

c=tJ

System 629:

"Within Its Frequency
Range, The Sonic Equal
Of The MJost Expens.i ve
Systems"

.fi11ii1i111i
BOD meetings to be held bi-weekly
Due to the lack of business at the Board of Directors' meetings,
the board has deeided to hold their meetings on a bi-weekly basis.
The meetings, which will take place twice a month, are
scheduled for Tuesday at 3:30 p.m. During the off-weeks, the
board will have an organizational meeting.
If a matter of urgent business were to arise during an off-week,
the board could call a special meeting, giving at least a 24 hour
notice.
The organizational meeting will be an informal discussion. The
purpose of this is so the board can discuss the way they are
operating or some of the business on the upcoming agenda.
They want to eliminate the unnecessary discussion that occurs
at a regular meeting. The board can't, howeve,r , make motions or
· decisions on any of the new business occurring at their next
regular meeting.
Also, during their organizational meetings, the board will meet
with and hear reports from the paraprofessionals working with
them. These meetings are open to the public depending on what is
being discussed.

Garrity

speak~

Anyone who suggests you can dramatically enhance your
enjoyment of music and of life for $629 had better have something
pretty special in mind. We do, and we have !
The no-compromise performance of our Sy~tem 629 is the result
of individual components which are very good indeed, and which
enhance one another to the point that the whole is greater than the
sum of its parts!
Our choices:
*The superb new Advent/I loudspeakers, with really wide
range and the same tonal balance, dispersion and power handling
of the most expensive Advents.
*The just-out NAO 7030 receiver: It has the punch (over 30
watts per channel and sound quality comparable to the most
expensive "separates") to please ·discriminating ears.
Its
professional look (matte black with pale amber lettering) is as
pleasing as its sound.
*The Technics SL-220 turntable, with more lUXlQ'Y per dollar
than we thought possible: smooth, silent belt drive, built-in
strobe, front controls, auto shutoff.
*The Ortofon FF·l5E cartridge, an excellent pickup t.hat tracks
so lightly as to reduce record wear to an absolute minimum.

at sociology colloquium

Central Washington University President Donald Garrity said
Thursday that American universities during the past 20 years
have fallen prey to "academic snake oil purveyors," and have
proved incredibly vulnerable to education fads.
Speaking before an audience of more than one hundred
community and university members at a sociology colloquium,
Garrity noted that university administrators in particular have
turtled to "organizational tinkering," trying to remedy the ills that
have stricken higher education.
Speaking from his background as a sociologist, Garrity said that
:many university executives, rather than developing programs to
meet the institution's objectives, "tinker" with personnel and
whatever educational theory _is currently in vogue.
ThP result, he concluded, is that the continuity of instruction and
obje-1·,.,~, .. ,. js increasingly eroded.
tiar. :·,., ·;; topic was, "Has sociology any value in the real
world?-oh:i:.1:>.rvations and experiences of a sociologist/executive."
He concluded t hat one of his discipline's major values is training a
person to think in organizational terms and to use data in making
decisions.

. Come in soon! Look, listen, touch ... enjoy!

System
Price

$629

"-Including Our " Blue Chip System" Warranty.

Just $101.08 Down! Cash Price with Tax~
$661.08 - Down Payment $101.08 - 24
Monthly Payments $26.72-Total Deferred Payment Price $742.36 - Annual
Percentage Rate 12% - Upon Approval
of Credit - Insurance, If Desired, Extra ....iil

STORE HOURS:
10:30- 5:30
(Closed Sunday)
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p·~sher to
By Lawrence Breer
On the second floor of the Hogue
Technological building is a 1912
Curtiss Pusher. Well-not quite a
1912-fact is, there is a 1946
replica and a second replica being
assembled. It is called a ..pusher,'' '
because the engines are mounted
behind, instead of before the wing
as in most propeller-driven aircraft.
The students assembling this
new version of the pusher are
being technically assisted by Dr.
Envick, Dr. Calhoun and Mr.
Dudley-but most of the gutwork
and brain-storming originates with
the students.
I was taken to view Curtiss'
aeronautical throwback by Dr.
Envick, the mentor of the group
assembling the plane.
Dr. Envick unloeked the door
and led me into the large
workroom. There before me were
the shiny wing spars built from
special · aviation grade spruce.
Over in the corner sat the
metal-tube fuselage. The table on
which it rested was pocked and
burned where young engineers
had welded the special 4130 grade
steel-molybdenum with oxy-acetylene equipment. On the floor
rested the spar form which the
students had used to warp-laminate six-inch wide pieces of the
spruce together and from which
they bad eventually cut five wing
spars. On another table a special
jig held the motor-mount in place
so that critical angles could be
duplicated. Against the wall hung
a portion of the fabric covering.
The plane was being completely
redone from stem to stern. An
·improved type of lamination
lashing was being used in the wing
spars and should be stronger than
the copper to wo~d lashings that
were used in the original replica.
Against the wall was one of the
original wings. It ·bad been a
marvelous piece of engineering,
but it wasn't good enough to stand
the rigors of a 1966 crash landing
.on top of a Spokane home with a
subsequent slide off the roof onto a
backyard jungle-gym. The plane
had stayed in that jumbled
condition for years until Prater
Hogue purchased and moved it to
the Central campus. Hogue is the
chief accident investigator for the
Boeing Company. His father bears
the honor of having given the
. Hogue Technical Building its
name.
Before Hogue, the plane had
been owned by another Boeing
man named Pete Bower. Bower
had flown the plane a number of
times at airshows around the
Seattle area, (See Picture). Before
Bower, the plane was owned ~y an
Ohio based airline pilot.
The airplane is not actually an
original Curtiss Pusher. The plane
that the engineering- people
received is a replica that had been
At this
constructed in 1946.
juncture, there are no plans of the
original 1912 airplane. The Hogue
students are therefore assembling
the plane _ without plans or
specifications. In order to do this,
they first had to take painstaking
measurements and consult photos
and artwork of the Pusher to
arrive at engineering type drawings that could then be used to
build the hew version.
This "new" 1912 Curtiss Pusher
will be slightly different than the

~MIC

RESEARCH
l 0,000 TOPICS

QUALITY GUARANTEED!
SEND $1.00 FOR YOUlt 210-,AGE
MAIL O'IOER CATALOG

Page 3

fly.from Central i-n '79

. replica that was built in 1946. For airplanes-the same ·as the Wright
one thing, the replica did not brothers. He felt that bicycles
follow the original idea of spoked could be motor-powered, so he
wheels. The plane that the began building engines for them.
students are building will have .The next logical step was what we
spoked1 wheels-the same kind know as the motorcycle, which
The
that Glenn Hammond Curtiss put Curtiss drove himself.
on his 1912 model. The 1946 plane government heard of his engines
had two OX5 engines, a dirty, and in 1904 commissioned him to
sooty little engine that did an build an engine for the dirigible
acceptable job. The 1979 ;pusher "California Arrow." The engine
will have two 85 ·horsepower, was a success and in 1908, Curtiss
four-cylinder-opposed engines · won the Scientific American priZe
for the first flight in the United
manufactured by · Continental.
Hogue says that he searched all States that was at least one

did not get on too well. The
Wrights had patented a warping
wing surface which aided their
planes in turns. Curtiss was the
first to use a separate, hinged
piece of wing to achieve this same
effect. He and the Wrights went
to court and the Wrights won a
patent infringement case against
him. In another paradox of
history, the warped wjng design of
the Wrights was dropped in favo.r
of the hinged wing piece that
Curtiss called the "aileron.''

Sometime after the Winter
Juarter, Dr. Envick, Dr. Calhoun,.
Mr. Dudley and the students that
are assembling the "1912" Curtiss
Pusher, hope to have the machine
We'll be
in flying fitness.
w/atching-and so will Glenn
Curtiss.

Support Crier
advertisers

Four
Winds
Book
Store

'

204 E.4th
GIVING Tl;IE RED BARON SOME STIFF COMPETITION..:....Pete
Bower Oies a 1912 Pusher over Seattle.
over for a copy of the original kilometer long. He did this in his
plans of the Pusher. He even plane named, "June Bug." In 1911
checked the Smithsonian Institu- and 1912, Curtiss built the first
tion in Washington D.C. So far, practical seaplanes that , took off
the search has yet to yield the and landed on, pontoons. Before
the end of 1his brilliant career, he
needed plans.
It is a curious parallel of history had built warplanes for the U.S.·
that Glenn Curtiss' interest in Navy, Great Britain and Russia.
aviation grew from bicycles to Ironically, the Wrights and Curtiss

OPEN 10:00a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

LIBERTY Theatre

Open 6:45
925-9511

f
e~
:1
.

·::-

CATALOG of COLLEGIATE _RESEARCH
Over 10,000 I istings! Al I subjects.
Send NOW for this FREE catalog .
(offer expires Dec . 31. 1978)

Send to: COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
P.O. Box 84396, Los Angeles, CA. 90073

If I .have a
question about
life insurance,
who should1 ask?

Thistimt.,- it's

Neil Simon who\

"THE CHEAP DETECTIVE"
STARTS WEDNESDAY- NOVEMBER 22
SHOWS
NIGHTLY
AT

7:00 & 9:00

The VILLAGE

Open 6:45
925~4598

PLAYS thru TUESDAY

Somebody who really
understands it.
A Northwestern Mutual agent
is probably your best bet.
Richard N. Berndt and Associates
i888 Building, Suite 201, 5th & Pearl
Ellensburg, WA 98926
Office [509} 925-6931

The Quiet Company"
NORTHWESTERN! MUTUAL LIFE · MILWAUKEE

rcaHydmmit.

HENRY

WINKLER
SALLY
FIELD
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Contntentary and Opinion
Get it together

Shortchanged
hY. Scott Mueggha:

Something that has dismayed assure .minority students of an
· me for some while is the fact that unbiased ear, and student governqient would not have to "improve
Central has no minority coalition.
The minority students here really relations" i.e., bribe, minority
have it bad. On other campuses students into liking them. Muscle
minority students form a coalition is not what I advocate, I feel that
or otherwise unified front to the minority students should
protect and reinforce their inter- ·organize their efforts and get what
ests. At Cent~al all we have are a they deserve as a group-not as
diversified group of special inter- individuals. I also stress that in a
est bodies. This is not cool, nor is democratic society all citizens are
supposed to get their fair share,
it effective.
A coalition idea has been which is not necessarily equal to
promoted here for several years, those who put more in the pot, in
the sole setback being that it other words, minority students
cannot be forced upon the groups ;hould keep in mind that S&A
involved, and to recommend such funds are allocated to meet the
an idea makes it suspect as if needs of the majority; · and
minority students comprise about
coming from a WASP.
It has always been my conten- .t hree percent of the student.
tion that a coalition would be a population here-so let's not get
workable and positive idea. ·Right down on the government for being
now we have the BSU, ASU, and hesitant to fund entertainment on
MECHA groups. All of which are social or special events that do not
left to their own devices to scrape draw from wide bases. Special
crumbs from the ASC. A coalition interests cannot be appeased at
cou1d effectively present and . the cost of others.

Campus Crier
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EARN OVER $650 A MONTH
RIGHT THROUGH YOUR SENIOR YEAR
If you're a junior or senior ffejoring ·
in enyineE!ri ng , ITB th, physics or chE!Tli stry, the Navy has a 1:-JHJ(Jl am you should
kl ivw aLou t.
It's called the Nuclear f'rq;m J sion

Officer Candidat.e--<;olleyiatE:' Proqram
(NUPOC-C for short) and if you qualify,
you can earn as much as $650 d rront.h
right through your senior year. Then
after sixteen weeks of Officer Candidate School, you' 11 receive an ad<li tional
·year of advanced technical t.~.lucation.
This v.x:>uld cost you thousands in a
civilian school, but in the Navy, we
pay you. And at the em ol the year of
training, you'll recejve · a $3,000 cash
tomiS .

It isn't easy. There are fewer than 400
openings arrl only one of e very six applicants are selected. ~t if you make it,
you'll have qualified ·for an elite engineering training program with unequaled
hands-on-responsibility, a $27,000
salary in four years, and gilt-edgErl
qualifications for jobs in private
iudlilitry

~hould

you dt:1.,.;i<le b:J lt:ave

the Navy later (But we don 't think
you' 11 .want to.}
Contact your nearest Recruiter or Call/Write to:
NUCLEAR OFFICER PROGRAMS
Navy Recruiting District
300-120th Ave NE, Bldg 1
Bellevue, Wa. 98005
(206) 442-5700-COLLECT

'

,

It follows though, that a ·
coalition could have a greater
effect on the disbursement of such
funds. And strong arming, no
matter how subtle, is short
sighted.
'
·
A coalition will effect a
strenghtening of the groups
involved during slack periods, and
could also exert influence on those
administrators involved with minority affairs. Most of all, if
conditions allowed such here, a
coalition could easily receive.
funding much in the same maimer
as the BOD. Think about it folks,
we can all gain in this idea.

Crier's
•
view
There is a curious phenomena
occurring this week on campus.
Homecoming festivities are something not seen around here in a
number of years.
Homecoming, as best we can
tell, stems from a lack of identity
and direction of the 1970's. People
are trying to pretend that the
turbulence of the 60's never
happened. Younger college age
people never saw the 60's except
what was shown to them on their
television sets so they don't have
to pretend the 60's never
existed-in a sense, they never did
happen.
There's more to Homecoming
than meets the eye. Homecoming
is a sysmbol of anachronism, a
symbol of good times from an era
gone by. We've got discos all
around us (shades of 1950's
American Bandstand), we set days
aside to look like people did in the
50's (ala Happy Days)., and Louie
and the Rockets are as big as ever.
The film American Graffitti sold
probably as many seats as any film
on campus this quarter and
National Lampoon's Animal House
promises to be one of the year's
big box office events.
Perhaps we were wrong in
saying the 70's have no identity or
direction-maybe it's the 70's that
never really happened-the 50's
are back.
Anyone for a panty raid?

·'J1Y. HarolilLane

'A few -weeks ago,

as some readers may recall, I discussed two
groups that had been .short-changed by the various media on
campus. They were new groups, worthy of attention,
but-through some· miscarriage of justice- had been ignored by
the public press.
·
Since then, others have been pointed out to me. Generally, they
are more serious-minded than the ones I've discovered on my own.
Still, their presence on campus is an asset, and they need to be
encouraged.
·
This week's profiles concern individuals recently heard by my
informants and me~ Their personalities are quite different; 1'/ere it
possible, I doubt if they would be seen together in public. A few
·readers might be offended at having them connected even in a
newspaper column. If so, I apologize.
Yet it cannot be denied that they both have an abiding interest
in common-music.
The first of these.music-minded souls, El'bieta Zajac, is the most
talented. On November7, she appeared at Hertz Hall, performing
a selection of classical pieces. She was remarkably talented; the
sounds she produced seemed equal to those of classic records put
out by major labels. A flawless performance...
I realize that not everyone at Central is interested in classical
piano. I sympathize with them; at times, classical pieces can be
loud, pompous Mise.
But this was not the case when Ms. Zajac played-she carefully
avoided the monotony that sometimes afflicts such music. Partly,
this was achieved through her selections; an opus by Chopin-who
specializes in delicate, pretty music-way played right after a
pie<;e by Ravel, who tries l o write exciting works.
The only thing that bothered me about the recital was the lack of
people there, and the lack of people who knew about it. l only
found out about it an hour before it started, and the person who
told me wouldn't have known if he didn't eavesdrop on
conversations.
En<>Ugh of this somber subject matter. The second person I
profile this week is known for two things-one, for setting a new
standard for weirdness; and two, for being the funniest disc jockey
since George Carlin ·left the field.
I have not yet discovered his given name. He answers to the call
of Dr. Demento. Based in Los Aiigeles-"under the smogberry
trees"-he is syndicated by many West Coast stations; among
them, KSXT in Walla Walla (97 on your dial.)
He ·describes himself as the · only painless doctor around; the
only needle I use is on phonograph." Every Sm;1day at six, he
greets his listeners with ninety minutes of the weirdest music on
the continent. Examples include "Cat Handcuffs," "The Cockroach
that Ate Cincinnatti," Frank Zappa's "Nanook the Eskimo," and a
classic 45, called "Pencil-Necked Geeks.'!
Occasionally, a real loser slips through, like "Dead Puppies" or Big
Band versions of sadi~tic love songs. These are exceptions,
however; rrfost of the time, the musicians are too busy being
strange to be obscene at the same time.
We all have our favorites. The ones that stick in my mind are
things like "Imagine the Brady Bunch"-which has the words to
the TV theme song grafted on to the melody of an old John Lennon
tune. And there is also "Star Dreck," a combination of old TV
cliches starring Captain Jerk and First Officer Schlock. Even
established stars get into the act; "You Know My Name (You Can
Call My Number)" is the Beatles at their most transcendentally
stupid.
To get your name on the radio, and get your favorite demented
song on the show, write the Dr. Demento Society, P.O. Box.24458,
Los Angeles, California, 90024. Get you and your friends to sigri a
petition for a weirdo song, and send it in. It'll keep Laughin' Lois,
, the doctor's best friend, happy and busy.

H~~WAY'Gl~lll
& Galaxy Room
/

Serving the Ellensburg community
and ·college for 37. y~ars.

Students get
.acquainted with our
complete breakfast
/

and dinner menu.
- Restaurant 962-99_77
Galaxy Room: 962-9908

4 Blocks W. of
College .U.S.
Hwy. 10
at Jct. of U.S. ·
Hwy. 97
Ellensburg
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Telephone tap·e s designe·d Safety Council offers hints for buying toys

to aid student problems
Most students encounter various personal questions, problems,
or crises in thier college experience. Some take advantage of
counseling services. Many try to
cope with these new and disturbing problems alone and unaided.
Central has now developed a
telephone counseling tape program for help with tliese disturbing problems. . Under the
supervision of Wend ell Hill,
Director of Auxiliary Services and
Wells Mclnelly, Director of the
Counseling Center, the counseline
w~s made possible.

Student concern,
involvement
growing
Dear Editor,

(

Over the past few years, an
alliance has been growing and its
voice has been loud and strong.
That alliance is of studentsstudents attending institutions of
higher ,education-and their voice
is that of concern. This concern
developed when students realized
they were consumers of a special
breed, consumers of education
and knowledge. It was pointed out
that consumers should have some
basic rights such as voicing their
concerns at both the campus and
state level.
The following information concerns those students at CWU.,
who are interested in receiving the
best possible education as well as
those planning on continuing their
education here in the years to
come.
As BOD legislative liaison to
Olympia it is my job to r epresent
students on various issues and. to
make sure that student concerns
and opinions are voiced. In the
last few weeks that I have been on
Ct·ntral's campus I have noticed a
deep lack of concern by st udents.
The growing high cost of higher
education and the fact that
students rnay be asked to pay a
higher tuition does not seem to
bother students. Students also .
seem to show no concern over
existing problems in the classroom
or the problems of campus life.
There also seems to be a lack of
involvement by students in their
own student government.
The first thing I would like to
point out is that the Board of
Directors (formerly the Board of
Control) is now operating under a
revised constitution and beginning
a new school year. Acting as both
the student government and
student programming, this organization represents tlie voice of
students on this campus. The
Board of Directors hopes that
through the support of the student
body this can prove to be a good
year. The Board needs to know
that it is meeting the students'
best interests in the coming new
year. As it stands now, students
have a chance to become involved
in the many clubs and committees
which exist on campus.
M.y hopes are that students will
.become more concerned and
involved in their campus activities.
Interested students are welcome to attend the :a<>ard meetings
usually held every Tuesday
afternoon at 3:30 in the SUB.
Sincerely,
Eric C. Gleason

Support Crier
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Mclnelly believes, "The counselin e will be beneficial to the
students" and sees the program
"as a.n answer to .many ·of their
problems." .
The CounseUne system can
reach those students who need
help -day or night. They can get
the counseling information they
want, anonymously and conveniently · by telephone.
Counseline provides call-in tapes
on 57 topics ranging from
assertiveness skills to recognizing
suicidial potential in others, from
sexuality to dealing with alcoholic
parents.
Each cassette tape assesses the
emotional reaction associated with
everyday problems, offers avenues for self-help, and provides
further information on resources
available locally through inexpensive paperbacks, other tapes, or
counseling programs.
The tapes were produced by the
staff of the Counseling-Psycho·
logical Center at the University of'
Texas. Most tapes range from 7 to
10 minutes in length and cost the
school around 6 dollars a piece.
With this new program, light
can be shed on problems as easy as
dialing 963-3200.

With Christmas around the
corner, concerned people may ask,
"What . makes a good toy?" The
National Safety Council says that a
good toy is safe, durable and made

1nternational· Club's 'rebirth
aids to success of festival
Central's International Club and
the ASC sponsored an International Festival, October 30
through November 4.
·
The festival featured international exibits, a foreign dramatic
film, many documentaries and a
variety show featuring talent from
around the world.
The International Club, an
organization formed in 1968 was
revived last year after a period of
inaction.
The club is composed of
.students from throughout the
world attending Central, members
of the Ellensburg community
concerned with bettering internation cooperation and understanding and all interested Central
s_tudents.
One feature of the International
Festival was the variety show.
Acts included an Egyptian dancer,
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Now Serving Its Famous Sandwich
Board And Fresh Soups From Noon To
8:00 p.m . .Monday-Saturday
APPEARING THIS WEEK

''A Clear Day"
(from

of quality materials and offers the
child a variety of play possibilities.
These are just a few of the
things to remember when buying a
toy for the safety of the child.

Seattl~)

Wednesday thru. Saturday
ONLY $1.50 Cover
Ladies Always FREE On Thursday

Check us out and compare! You'll find that we're priced
one of the lowest in town. •
We have the largest choice of processing labs.

ex

for speed and economy

Kodak
for quality at a moderate price

Pacif'ic Color
custom printing, excellent quality. Sizes up to 40 x 60 from
a 35 m.m. neg or slide
Custom black and white processmg at 250 ASA and 1000.
ASA.
For the. discreet B/W photographer!

Inspect a toy carefully before you
buy it. Report it to the clerk if it
shows any of these hazards: sharp
points;
rough or
unfinished
surfaces; cheap plastic or glass
that can be easily broken; small
detachable components that can be
swallowed; shoddy construction;
dangerous spikes or pins used to
attach eyes and ears to dolls or
stuffed animals; parts activated by '
a .spring or motor that may pinch
fingers or catch hair. Make sure
the toy has no toxic substance.
Electric toys are for older children
and should carry Underwriters
· Laboratories label.
.

The. age and abilities of the child
should also be considered, as an
· example, small babies like soft,
chewable, squeezable toys~ Age
three wants to experiment with ·
their bodies and need toys for
pushing, climbing, 1 clay building
and finger painting. The age of
imitation is from t.hree to four,
coordination of 'the hands begin,
and -they prefer coloring, dressing
dolls and pushing cars and trucks
in and out of things. Boxes, blocks
. and toy furniture are good toyi:i.
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p~PapaJohn's c~~ks
Helpi~g

out were Jon Alberts at then relinquished the stage to
the piano, Kevin Jones on bass, Tornfelt and his partner, Tom
Papa John's has fin,ally gotten Dell Foster playing some tasty Schmuck. They performed several
itself off the ground. Under ·the trumpet licks, and last but not songs, one of which .Schmuck
watchful eye of emcee Jody least, Carlson's personal ·percus- wrote for the birth of a friend's
Daigneault, numerous improve- sionist, a fellow by the name of daughter, Jessica. Once again,
ments have been made. The most George. After the jam, Carlson .Tornfelt's cello added a sense of
important of these being . the took the stage alone to entertain warinth and depth that is rarely
acquisition of a sound system that the crowd with his usual combina- heard..from any other instrument.
suddenly makes the whole event tion of great stage presence and an
Most of the crowd was on its
WQrthwhile. The old P.A., as some equally great voice.
way home when the high point of .
Kevin Jones, an ardent longtime the evening happened. It was a
of you may recall, was far from
efficient, and was more adept at supporter of P.J.'s came next with rendition of Steely Dan's "Pretzel
,sending howling feedback through some original material of his own, Logic" (kind of a twiSted tune) ·
the ears of the listeners than· it and was helped out by Bob sung by emcee Daigneault and
was at reproducing the sounds Tornfelt on the cello, and by one accompanied by a rather "unusual
originally delivered" to the micro- other unidentifiable guitar player.
combination of instruments-Jon
phones.
Jones' music is masterful to begin Alberts on piano, Bob Tornfelt and
After the show got rolling the with, and the dimensions that his magical cello, Keviil Jones on
other night, Matt Carlson •assem- 1'ornfelt adds with his cello ~re the bass, and Matt Carlson playing
bled. an impromptu band for a truly wqn_Q.rous. Jones finished off harmonica. It was strange to be
with a couple of solo numbers, sure, but if your personality is the
genuinely enjoyable blues jam.
slightest bit peppered with a liking
·:)]I
lb! IUUJ
I 111111 Diii I I •
for dementia,. you would have
loved it.
"Our business is
Papa John's has all the
ingredients necessary to make it a
great success. It's fun, it's free,
going places"
and anyone can t~ke the stage. It's
•
a gong show without the gong. So,
whether you play music, tell jokes, ·
do magic trick_s, or stand on your
434 North Sprague
head and quote the "I Ching" in
Ellensburg
the nude, get into the act at Papa
John's.
It happens ·every
,Phone 925-696!,J Wednesday at 8 p.m. iri the SUB
pit.
By Phil Patterson

I
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i• SLAUGHTERHOUSE-FIVE

i•

Keep the
Faith
Bev. Don Caughey
What do you sa"y after you say "I'm sorry?" That question is not
an adequate Christian response to · the Holocaust, - but it is a
legitimate question. If it is asked to deny the seriousness of the
systematic extermination of EUl'opean Jews by the Nazis, the
question is blasphemous. But asked from a different perspective,
the question exposes the inadequacy of.both Christian and Jewish
-responses to the Holocaust, not to mention the silence elsewhere.
Discussions of guilt, reparations, and responsibility are as
misplaced as the notion that we can prevent future holocausts.
What Dr. John Roth calleq "the dark side of God," forces us to
regard these attempts to. rationalize the apocalypse as puny and
pretentious.
·
The Nazi Holocaust reminds µs of the alienation of Christian
from Jew, an alienation of siblings and a condemnation on
Christian and Jew alike brought ~y Christian and Jewish faith.·
The Holocaust is a mirror image of the Crucifixion where the
schism of Jew from Christian was written in innocent blood. That
apocalyptic event has been used to condemn the "Christ-killers"
and to justify vengeance against Jews, and it is just as wro.ng to do
that as it is to use the Nazi Holocaust to keep the schism alive. The
Holocaust is too big for that. It confronts us all with ourselves, and
we cannot get off the hook by denying our responsibility or setting
up some way to pay it off. After I say I'm sorry, what can I say?
Should Jews forgive me for being Christian if they can? Should I
overlook new manifestations of the holocaust which present guilt
and innocence in different terms out of sensitivity to Auschwitz?
There were two ideas from other theologians presented by Dr.
Roth, \\rhich need to be challenged. One was the notion that
Christians should believe that Jesus was the Messiah -of the
Gentiles, but not of the Jews. The other was the notion that the
Holocaust left Jews with only the problems of the "victim" and
Christians only with the problems of the "killers." Both triviallize
the Holocaust in their attempt to deal with- it. For Christians to
deprive Jews of the messianic significance of Jesus would be to
declare the alienation permanent. The real meaning of the cross is
human compliciity in decide which we all share and which only
God's love acquits. Christians need to believe that this is true for
Jews whether Jews see Jesus as the Messiah or not. Otherwise
we are doomed to the repetition of the Holocaust in anti-semitic
form. The roles of "killer and victim" may change, but unless we
are in this predicament together, the lines of ,div~sion will remain.
That is why Jews share the problem of the "killers" at
Auschwitz and Christians share the problems of the "victims."
The profound truth of the Holocaust is that there can be no escape
from its awfulness. We don't want to admit that. We want to
make the victims die for our sins and make scapegoats out of the
killers at the · same time. We don't want to admit that . the
holocaust goes on and that we pull the trigger and .march passively
to our deaths .every day. But that's the truth. Not only is it true
for Christians and Jews, it is true for Palestinian Arabs upon
whom the Nazi Holocaust and Jewish-Christian response have
pressed the identity of victim and killer personally, unavoidably
and tragically.

"A MUST SEE!"
- RONA BARRETT, ABC-TV

"One of t.he y~ar's best. I
·ur9e you not to miss i-t ."
-JEFFREY LYONS, CBS RADIO

•

Nov. 30th
3,7,9:30

1-

•••••••••••••

$1
Admission
SUB Theatre
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Arts and Entertain1nent
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Central Trio promotes music
By Marianne Goble

~

The Central Trio, specializing
in the performance of Chamber
Music, will be presenting their
first full concert of the year
tonight. The Trio consists of three
. members of the Music Department
faculty: Dr. Bonalyn · BrickerSmith, Jeff Cox, and Dr. Maria
Derungs.
Their first performance was for
the Music Faculty Recital, in honor
of Central's new President, Dr.
Garrity. Since then, the Tr~o has
been following up with several
other concerts. Among these have
been concerts for the elementary
and high schools in the Ellensburg
community. ·some future performances include a December
7 concert at YVC in Yakima at 1:30
p.m., sponsored by the Yakima
Ladies' Musical Club, and a
scheduled , performance in May at
Evergreen State College.
DeRungs, cellist for the group,
has said that the Trio plans to tour
around the state. They will be
appearing on many school campuses during the coming year.
The traveling will be done on the
members' own time and finance$,
and should aid · in increasing
student and teacher awareness of
Central's string program.
The pianist for the Trio, Dr.
Bricker-Smith, is a native of New
Jersey and holds a B.A. from the
University of Rochester and
Eastman School of Music, in
· addition to a M.A. from Columbia
University, and has recently

received her D.M.A. in piano
performance from the University
of Cincinnati College Conservatory
of Music. Smith teaches music
theory and piano at Central and
serves as head of the piano
division of the Music Department.
The violinist for the Trio is
Professor Jeff Cox . He has
received a B.M. and M.M. from
Eastman School of Music, and an
M.M.A. from Yale. As a founding
member of the Rymour String
Quartet, he has been coached by
some of the leading chamber
musicians of today. Among them
are the Cleveland Quartet, the
Fine Arts Quartet, Oscar Shumsky, and Raphael Hillyer. The
quartet served as the first
graduate quartet in residence at

both Eastman and Yale, creating
programs that are still going on.
His private instructors were.Doris
Preucil, Millard Taylor, Broadus
Erle, and Syoko Aki. Cox is
currently serving as Assistant
Professor of violin and music
theory at Central.
Dr. DeRungs has had extensive
experience performing in the
Lewis and Clark College String .
Quartet and the Brescia College
Piano Trio. She is an artist-diploma student_ of Luigi Silva, and
holds degrees from Mannes Music
College, Yale, Stanford, and the
University of. Oregon. DeRungs
teaches music history, cello and
bass at Central.
Tonight's concert will be in
Hertz Recital Hall, and will begin

at 8:00 p.m. The Central Trio will
be performing pieces by Haydn,
Beethoven and Faure. This is a
Major Trio Works repertoire
featuring two areas of classical and
romantic music.
This is a designated Scholarship

.

Benefit Concert. All proceeds will
be donated to the Benefit Fund,

creating scholarships for outstanding music students and those
in financial need. Admission is
free; _donations may be left at the
door as desired.

_ Applications are now being
accepted for Winter and
Spring Quarters for editor
._of the Campus Crier.
.
Send resume and cover letter to Mass Media
Office, Room 345, L & L.
.
For more information call 963-3342
963-1026~

963-3200
24 hours a day

ASC
Movie of the
week
The movie production of the
Kurt Vonnegut world-wide best
selling novel, "Slaughterhouse·
Five" will appear in the SUB
Theatre as the Homecoming movie
of the week. This hard-hitting
satirical fantasy centers around
the life span of one man: Billy
Pilgrim. The first of Vonnegut's
ten books to reach the screen,
"Slaughterhouse Five" tells how
Billy can foretell the exact moment
of his own death, and does; how he
predicts the crash of a passenger
plane he's on, and escapes; how he
was in/ Dresden, Germany when
the Allied -fire bombing reduced
that defenseless city to rubble, and
survived; and how he goes on to
enjoy the sexiest night in outer
space with a beautiful Hollywood
starlet, and lives. The watchword
for "Slaughterhouse Five" is
difference: The vision is of a world
of outrage met with tota.l
indifference. It is the cross of 20th
Century man. "Slaughterhouse
Five" will ·show at the regular
hours Of 3, 7 and 9:30 in the SUB
Theatre tonight.

Marriage, Divorce
Family and Friends
Common marital problems and
how to handle them
Fighting fair in marriage
Parenting skills
Planning for children
Death of a marriage
Divorce
Dealing with the realities
of marriage
. How to cope with a broken
marriage
Dating skills
· Becoming independent from
parents
Things to consider in looking
for a mate
Friendship building
Helping a friend
Becoming open to others
Fighting constructively
Types of intimacy
Contracts in intimate relations
Example of contract building

•

Tape
75

74
77
76
82
80

81

83
18

Crier

BASIC MENTAL
HEALTH .
INFORMATION
SUGG EST IONS ON
HOW TO HELP
YOURSELF

71

1

90
16

5
3
411
412

For information or appointment
with a professional counselor phone
963-1391.
COUNSELING &
ShUDENT
DEVELOPMENT

cwu
Female sex roles - Char:tges and
.
stresses
Male sex roles - Chan°ges and
stresses
Physical intimacy
Female homosexuality
Male homosexuality
Deali ng wi th frig idity
Dea ling with impotenc y
Tim ing problems in male sexual ity·

advertisers
Burglary prevention
Retirement

SUE LOMBARD
ANNEX

Crisis
Suicide
Recognizing suicidal potential
Helping someone yvho is suicidal
Death & dying
Understanding grief
Coping with stress

Tape

491
492
493
84

85
38

· Self-Improvement

478

Tape

Support

Call 963-3200 and ask to hear the
tape of your choice.

•

Tape
Relaxation exercises
37
Learning to accept self
4'4
Increasing self-awareness
34
Building self-esteem and confidence 35
Self-a$sertiveness
402
How to say 'No'
10
Expressing negative thoughts
6
Dealing with constructive criticism
7
The value of self-talk
36
What is therapy?-How to use it
61

Alcohol
Early signs of an alcohol problem
Responsible decisions about
drinking
Dealing with alcoholic parents

Tape

160
161

479

39

Feelings

40
4

20
21
22

23
24

Tape
300
301

Sponsored by
COUN SELI NG &
ST UDEN T
DEVELOPMENT ·and
AUXILIARY
SERVICES

Anxiety & ways to cope
Infatuation or love
How to hand le fears
Dealing with anger
Understanding jealousy
What is depressio n?
How to deal wit h depression
Depression as a I ifestyle
How to deal with loneliness

Tape

30
70
33
8

9
431
432
433
32
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Collective -Program fills needs
By Mercy Erickson

for established dance organizaThree years ago the fact that an tions at school, community and
adequate fine arts facility did Mt elderly functions.
In developing the Collective
exist in Ellensburg began to
disturb local students and commu- Dance Program, the members
nity members. This problem sought to synthesize talents of
initiated the formation of the local artists, create an atmosphere
Dance Collective Program by local where community members and
artists. The original members students could work together.
were composed mainly of artists
"In most -college towns there
who had attended specialized exiSts a distinct alienation bemodern or classical fine a:rts tween the students and the
schools and were performing here townspeople. We are working to

Mills Saddle'n- Togs ,
Resistol
Available in 7"
crown and 4"
brim with
two-tone
woven band
and feather.

better the interexchange of talent
throughout - the community."
stated Richard Denner, an advisor
of the Collective Dance Program.
"The campus has always leaned
more towards teacher and physical
education," Denner commente~.
"The many talented artists of this
community need a place to develop
and appeal to their talents," added
Denner.
Denner, has been appointed to
the Arts Council. He and the rest
of the council are presently trying

to form an Arts Commission and
express the local artists' need for a
fine arts facility.
During the last three years, the
Collective Dance Program has
offered many events to promote
the fine arts, such as intermediate
and advanced dance classes,
workshops for massage, polartherapy, yoga and dance technique, and also a coffee house
called Magic Theatre, where the
stage was open to dancers,

Here
and There

Auditions
to be held

h.Y.

Auditions for "Cat on a Hot Tin
Roof," the second seasonal offering
from Central's drama department,
will be held in Barge Hall's
Threepenny Playhouse on November 20 and 21 from 7 to 10 p.m.

"Everything for horse or rider"

Mills Saddle 'n
Togs
962-2'312

Dr. Richard Leinaweaver, Central drama professor and "Cat"
director, invites Central students
and faculty and Ellensburg area
residents to audition on Monday
and Tuesday nights. The first
performance will be in. mid-January.
In 1958 the work was adapted
into a successful motion picture
starring Paul N~wman, Elizabeth
Taylor and Burl Ives.
Reading copies of the script and
further infqrmation about casting
are available at the Central drama
department office, Edison Hall,
room 204, (963-1766).

PEACE CORPS
and VISTA
The toughest job
you 'II ever love
Peace Corps and VISTA volunteers are people pretty much like you.
People with committment and skills who have assessed their lives and
decided there must be more to life than just holding down a job.
The problems that our volunteers deal with overseas and here at home
aren't new. Such as the cycle of poverty that traps one generation after
another because they're too busy holding on to get ahead. The debilita. ting effects of malnutrition and disease. Education that's either too little
or none. Skills that are lacking, and the means to get them too.
Your college training qualifies you to handle more of these problems
than you might think. Such as teaching nutrition and health practices.
Organizing communities to work on problems ranging from neighborhood stop signs to utility rates and tax 'reforms. Advising small businesses. Introducing new agri~ultural techniques. Building classrooms and
roads, or working on reforestation programs. The number of jobs to do
is nearly as great as the number of volunteers who have served since
1961: Over 150,000. _
The pay is nothing to write home about, but there's one thing
we CAN pro mis~ you. There will
be plenty to write home about.
See our representatives for details
INTERVIEWS & INFORMATION:
Wed. & Thurs. Nov. 29-30.
on current and future openings.
SUB [Pit area] 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

FILM &
Wed~,

SEMINAR~

Nov. 29, 2-3 p.m.
SUB [Pit area]

musicians, poets and other artists.
Last year, in De-cember, the
Collective Program presented it's
first annual "Evening of Dance and
Music" in McConnell Auditorium.
·Thi.S year's second annual event,
with "The Child" as its theme, will
be held December 1 ·and 2. Local
dance and musical acts will make
up .the program. · There will be
three performances, a matinee and
evening performance on December 1, and a second evening
performance . on Dec 1~mber ·2.

1

Lawrence Breer

My vote for the television program most lik~ the old radio
dramas ... "Wonder Woman." In another age it would have been
"You Were There," the excellent Cronkite based series that dealt
with important events, tragedies and circumstances of the past.
True, "Wonder Woman" will never fill the void left .when those '
good, old r(!dio shows bit the dust and succumbed to the
two-headed serpent - television and the music industry, but the
lady does have her viewers. Of course, one could cop out to the
"too much sex," syndrome (or T & A syndrome) but that would be
too mainstream for me.
Ohh!, how my ears hearken back to Cecil B. DeMille saying
"Welcome to Lux Hollywood Theater." I can remember sitting in
an almost dark living room and listening to Jack Benny, Fred
Allen, "Fibber Magee and-Molly," "Your Hit Parade," and a dozen
others that brought life and the magic of imagination into our rural
home. The radio was our line to the outside world, our
commonality with all the neighbors who couldn't wait until the
next morning to get on the party-line and gas about the past
evenings's radio programs. There was something absolutely
majestic about the Lone Ranger. The· music, "The William Tell
Overture," was so fitting. Who would ever have thought that a
. drama by Schiller cum opera by Rossini, could contribute so much
to a story of a masked hero of the old west. Jay Silverheels was
extraordinary as the Lone Ranger's "faithful Indian companion,
Tonto," His "ughhh, Kimo Sabe," meant more to me and the Lone
Ranger than all the other words on the radio.
But let us not forget Mom. There were programs for her too.
Very early in the morning, there were market reports and
homemakers news from the local Salina, Kansas station KSAL.
Then in the afternoon she could listen to more soap operas than
T.V. could dream of putting on the air in one afternoon. My
mother went on about her housework, but kept a close ear on "Ma
Perkins," "Young Doctor Malone," ''Stella Dallas," "Lor.enzo Jones
and his Wife Belle," "Pepper Young's Family," and "Backstage
Wife."
I guess radio was really at it's best when doing suspense
programs. My little boy imagination never plumbed so deeply as
when listening to "The Shadow," "Mystery Theater," or "The
Inner Sanctum." I must have listened several hundred times on
Saturday afternoons to hear how Lamont Cranston had learned
many years ago, in the orient, how to cloud men's minds so they
could not see him-and then he having foiled the villian would
speak out as if from some mental cloud, saying, "The Shadow
Knows," and follow with a laugh that would curl your toenails.
For a few years after television brought radio to it's knees, and
the music industry began paying more for a station to play tunes,
the radio drama disappeared completely, but it may be on it's way
back. There is growing evidence that people are weary of straight
music, news, sports ramblings. Now and then one can hear radio
drama. Tune to KNX, Los Angeles (1070 Khz), on Friday evenings
at nine. It may not match the jigglings of Wonder Woman, but you
can thrill to the pangs of radio suspense once more with the CBS
Mystery Theater. -
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HATS-Barnaby (Gary Jack·son) and Cornelius (Rob Reynolds) inquire
·a hat from Mrs. Molloy (Jean Clegg) the proprietress of the hat shop.

i SCHEMING-Ambrose 1.':.emlper (Chuck
I Abernathy) ·andl Dolly L•.vi (Marion
~ Marx~ devise a plan all int 't. uame of ilove.

Match Maker
Tears, laughs, love and frustrations are just a few of the
emotions felt in the adventures of the Drama Departments Fall
production of "The Match Maker" by Thornton Wilder. This
light-hearted, rollicking comedy opened last evening in McConnell
Auditorium and runs through Saturday night (November 16, 17,
18).
Dolly Levi (The Matchmaker) portrayed by Marion Marx, pulls,
pushes and manipulates her way into getting a pr~posal of
marriage from Horace Vandergelder (Jerry Pierce).
Vandergelder, a penny pinching semi-millionaire from Yonkers,
has set his cap for marriage. His intended is a young New York
hai shop owner by the name of Mrs. Molloy (Jean Clegg).
V~Ildergelder is about a pop the question µntil Dolly baits her trap
for Horace.
. Not only is Vandergelder attempting to ma~ry again, but he is_
also trying to stop the marriage of his young mece Ermengarde to
an artist by the name of Ambrose Kemper (Chuck Abernathy).
With the match maker schemes of Dolly Levi, the play takes a turn

•
VICES-Malachi Stack [Jim Hawkins] ponders the
.'pros and cons of drinking, money and women wh_en he
finds a purse full of cash.

Text by
Mary Fridlund

Photos by
Damian A. Schwarz

DOLLY....::.. Mrs. Levi, "The Maker" Match
.explains her philosophy on life and love.
Mrs. Levi is portrayed by Marion Marx.

DISCOVERY-Horace Vandergelden, portrayed by Jerry Pierce, discovers
that his c~ef clerk is not in Yo~ers minding the store but instead is dining at

from humorous to hilarious.
To complicate the situation even more, Vandergelder's clerks
Cornelius (Rob Reynolds) and Barnaby (Gary Jackson) decide that
they should take a trip to New York too. With Vandergelder alias
"Wolftrap" in New York, they close the store with a somewhat
smelly excuse and head for the big city seeking adventure.
Once they reach New York the two meet Mrs. Molloy and for
Cornelius it is love at first sight. From this point on, Barnaby and
Cornelius are hiding in closets, under tables and behind screens to
. keep from being discovered by their boss.
Barnaby, dressed as a girl to a void detection is kidnapped by Joe
the cabman (Jerry Naperalski) with a little help .from
Vandegelder's right-hand man, MaJ~chi Stack (Jim Hawkins) who
mistakes him for Vandergelder's mece Ermengarde.
Continued mistaken identities, a lost purse full of money and
two ladies who have had a little too much to drink add to the
confusion, but love wins out in the end with a little help from the
pillow swinging middle-aged spinister, Miss Van Huysen (Susan
Staley).
_
.
If you're looking for an evening of fun and adventure or ~ust an
evening of what promises to be good entertainment, then let "The ·
Match Maker" top off your week.
Curtain time is scheduled for 8 p.m. Ticket prices are $1.00 for
students, $2.00 for general adminission and may be purchased at
the door.

the Harmonia Gardens in New York. Cast trom left to right; Marion Marx,
Rob Reynolds,_Jerry Pierce, Diane Turner, Gary Jackson and Jean Clegg.
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'A week with something
for all of Central '

6 P.M.
Senti-forntal dinner

FRIDAY

9 P.M. - I A.M.

Casino Night and ~ance with ·
Epicenter

with entertainment-SUB .Cafeteria
Advanced tickets ONLY - Available
SUB info booth $5.50 (SALAD,

co-spon·sored by A.S.C. and .R.H.C. SUB Theatre ·and Ballroom $3.00 per
person - Advance ti.e ke.ts available
.

CORNISH GAME ·HEN, TWICE BAKED
I

POTATO, VEGETABLE)

'

SUB info booth. Students, Parents,
and Alumni welcome.

SATURDAY
·1 0. P.M.

l 0 - 12 A.M.
J

T.h e Gong Show

Strawberry Breakfas.t

.

.

.

Real talent and prizes by the
Fruit and waffles· in the SUB

tal~nted (an_d not so talented?) at

Cafeteria_- $3.00 Advance tickets

Central- $1.00 per person -Hertz

ONLY-·· Available SUB info booth

Auditorium -Advance tickets at the
SUB info "booth.

THURSDAY·
....

8 P.M.
Homecoming Bonfire and Pep_Rally

lot south of Student Village JOIN IN!!
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Cats.trounce 'Wh 000 ••• '
By Dave Christopher

Anchored by a strong defense,
Central showed the Oregon
Institute of Technology that they
can win at home as they downed
the Owls 21-9 last Saturday on
Tomlinson Field.
It was the first home victory of
the season for the Wildcats,
dominating the contest with an
unyeilding defense and a ball-controlling offense.
According to
parry, he felt it was the best team
-showing for his club, both
offensively and defensively, this
season.
Central's defenders only allowed
the Owls 191 yards in total offense,
while the Cat's offense managed to
gain 347 yards. "I thought the D's
played really well - I thought
they did a hell of a job," said
Parry.
After a scoreless first quarter; it
• was the Wildcats that got on the
board first. Following at OIT
punt, the· Cats got a good field
position on the Owl's 45-yard line.

Spikers
nail second

Central quarterback Jon Martin
Trailing 7-0 starting the third us the mom~ntum," said Parry.
. The Wildcats~ offensive ground
didn't waste any time mounting a - quarter, the Owls kicked off to
game
went right to work as they
scoring drive. "He called one hell Wildcat Jim Leers who, returned
of a football game today," said the ball 44 yards out to the CWU marched their way through the
Owls' defense and down the field.
Parry in praise of Martin.
49-yard line.
Capping the drive was freshman
Mixing the pass with the run,
Again with good field position,
·
Clete
Hoiness as ·he plunged in the
Martin was able to move the team Martin began to put another drive
downfield. The big play of the together, keeping the ball on the. end zone for the touchdown. With
the extra point failing, the Cats
drive came. on third down with 11 ground. The highlight of the drive
were on top, 13- 3.
yards needed for the first. Martin was a 21-yard run up the middle by
After both teams failed to move with just 26 seconds left. The
connected with tight end Chris Ken Price on a trap. The driv~ got
Olsen on a 16-yard pass that put down to the OIT 11 befor:e stalling, the ball, it was Brain Maine Owls' quarterback Ken Potter
the ball on the OIT 28~yard line. as Dave Jaderland's 28-yard field punting for Centrai. The Owls' lofted a 8-yard pass to the corner
Ryan Stewart bobbled th~ punt, of the end zone where Stewart
On the next play, runningback goal attemp failed.
Homer Barber broke over left
After the missed field goal, the then fumbled it .as Wildcat Randy Patersol} pulled it in. The' extra
tackle for another 16-yard gainer~
Owls were unable to move against Leeper recovered on the OIT point attempt was no good,
finalizing the score, 21-9.
Then it was Barber again, busting the Cat's-defense and had to punt. 7-y~rd line.
Wildcat quarterback Payton .
The win rapped up the Wildcats'
Two .plays later, Central fumbloose over right tackle for 13 yards
Lonon
wasted
little
time
capitalizEvergreen
Conference play, finishand a touchdown that put Central led and OIT recovered ·on the
ing on the turnover, as he went ing fourth with a record of 3-3
up 7-0.
,
Wildcat 41-yard · line. Not able to
Barber had another fine day move the ball beyond Central's untouched around left end for the and a season record of 3-5. The
touchdown. · On the extra point Cats will meet the UPS Loggers
rush~ng for the. Cats leading ~ll 26-yard line, the Owls managed to
attempt, Central faked the kick next Saturday for Homecoming.
runmn~ backs with 118 yards m kick a 43-yard field goal to get on
and holder Todd Williams ran off The game is scheduled to start at 1
23 carries.
the board, 7-3.
right tackle for the two-point p.m. "They have a real good team
The Owl's offei:ise did not
Early in the fourth quarter, the
present any scoring threats. next scoring opportunity was set conversion, boosting the Cats• lead this year. They are very big and
to 2J.~3_. .
very physical," said Parry about
Central's defense kept the pres- up by a Central interception.
The last score of the game came the Loggers.
sure on OIT and made them keep Wildcat .cornerback John.~Willis,
th~ir ~oose egg on the ~coreboard timing it right, stepped in front of ' . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - gomg m at the half. Right before the Owls' receiver to pick off the
halftime, the Wildcats had another pass and race 42 yards down the
chance to score, but missed when sideline to the OIT 33-yard line.
Jay Rothermel's 35-yard field goal "That interception turned the .
attempt fell short.
game around for us. It really gave

By Sid Browne
Central Washington University
hosted its own women's volleyball
invitational this last weekend with
Business and Economics Students
four competing teams:
Pacific
Lutheran University, Easter:n
HEAR AND DISCUSS THE ADVANTAGES AND
Oregon State, Eastern WashingBENEFITS
OF
A
NATIONAL
BUSINESS
ton Univ~rsity and Central.
FRATERNITY
ON
THE
CWU
CAMPUS.
The Wildcats came up second in
REPRESENTATIVES FROM ALPHA KAPPA PSI OF
the competition with two wins in
THE U.W. AND BUSINESSMEN FROM THE
their three matches losing to
SEATTLE-TACOMA AREA WILL BE HERE FOR THE
Eastern during the final set. EWU
DISCUSSION.
.
took the first place spot with three
straight victories.
SUB 204-205
MON. NOV. 20 ·
In the first set, Central played
PLtJ with scores of 15-11, 15-13,
·
·
111110111 111
and 13_15. The game-play was ·i""""'""""""""'"""'"'"""""'"'m""'"""'''""'"'"'""'"'""""'"""""'"""'"'... """""'
"'"'"""'"'""'""'"'"'""'" ...
even with Central coming from ~
behind several times to win her =

G....,..nd Rx·
The cure for
· college blahs.

ATTENTION·

~

I

ga~::t:r~d 6~:;o~hew~:t~~~

next
opponent, a young teafu lik-e
' ourselves with new players build-
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gon in two games, 15-6 and 15-11
deciding the match wit1iout the
third game. Well done! This
ended Saturday morning play.
Afternoon saw the final match
between Central and Eastern, a
fa~:ter smaller team. Central came · ~
on strong the first game making ~
some good sets, spikes and tips ~
mixing it up talking to each other ~
and came away winning the game. ~
The Wildcat .'drive then went cold ~
with Eastern taking advantage of ~
the lag. EWU started its own ~
momentum with some well placed ~
shots and continued returns to our ~
spike shots.
~
Coach Erlice Killorn said the ~
girls need to learn to be ready ~
when th~t spike. does get returned ~
and contmue with other sets and §
spikes to win the point. Central ~
fell behind early in both the second ~
and third game for basically the ~
same reasons. Their sets were ~
misplaced, their defense failed to ~
pick up the opponent's spike ~
attacks and generally there wasn't ~
as much talk and awareness ~
among teammates to m(.>Unt a good ~
defense or offense. · Final scores ~
were 15-6 and 15-5.
~
This ended the season for ~
women's volleyball with a very ~
respectable 21-11 win-loss record.
~
Coach Killorn thought the team ~
<lid well this season learning some ~
basic strategy and building a ~
foundation for a better team next ==i
year.

•
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For y,·
Maxim
um
fO/jf y
72e 1/2 gal.

It's a feeling that slowly descends upon
you. The exams, the pop tests, the required ,
reading, the hours at the library, lhe thesisthey won't go away. ,
. ~
But you can. This weekend, take off, say
hello to your friends, see the sights, have a
great time. You'll arrive with money in your
pocket because your Greyhound trip doesn't
take that much out of it.
If you're feeling tired, depressed and
exhausted, grab a Greyhound and split. It's a
·
sure cure for the blahs.

* Farm Fresh Grade A
7oe 1/2 gal.
* Past/Homo milk 72e 1/2 gal.

w•I n·e

I

a r Is

. '

·

Greyhound Service

DRIVE IN
Open
Mon.-Sat.
1 p.m. to 7 p.m.

RoundTrip

OneTo

Food
~
COUpOns -~
d I
accepte i

419 W. 15th· 925-1821
Located Just 8 Blocks .W est
of N-icholson Pavilion

i
•

I

i
:e

ai-11111tttllllllllffllfflllfllllllllffllllllHlllllllllllllHllllllllllllllHllllllltlllMllllHlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllHllllllllllllllllllllllKllllllHlllllllllllllllllllllltllllltlllli.

Seattle
Yakima
Spokane

Way

$7.05
$2.85
$10.80

$13.40
$5.45
$20.55

Departures
4 Daily Deapr~ures
5 Daily Departures
2 Daily Dep&l'.tures

Ask your agent about additional departures and return trips.
.

Bus & Audrey Wyant

(Prices subjectto change .)

801 Okanogan

~

GO GREYllOlllJ

·

925-1177
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Yes, beer friends, Fresh Gordon* salutes you for helping make Rainier the
most popular beer ~ the state of Washington, brewing one million barrels in
our one hundredth year.
*As played by the one and only Buster Crabbe.
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Natio,n als
Here

A ''touch'' of upsets

By Sid Browne

by Lynn Daltoso

The 56th National Women's
Field Hockey (USFHA) competition and the fourth National
Women's Intercollegiate (AIA W)
play comes to the Northwest for
the first time, November 21-26.
Central Washington University
is hosting the two competitions,
which will be playing simultaneously during the five days.
Approximately 350 players and 28
teams are expected to attend the
USFHA event, and 250 participants on 16 teams are competing
for the collegiate championship.
All the games will be played at
Nicholson Pavillion.
·
The Wildcats get an automatic
spot in .the collegiate competition
as host school. The other 15 teams .
- were selected based on win-loss
records, goals scored, and teams
played during the 'active season.
Central starts things off Noveniber 21 at 8:30 a.m. against
defending champion West Chester
State of Pennsylvania who started
the season with a 58 · game
winning streak. Lots of courage
Wildcats!
Other matches will
continue through November · 24th
where, at 2: 12 p.m. the AIA W
Championship will be decided.
. The USFHA tourney starting
Thanksgiving day, November 23,
will bring together 26 teams from
12 selected regions of the couI}try.
These entrants will represent the
increasingly popular field hockey
clubs now competing throughout
the United States, As a sport,
these teams represent the oldest
recognized women's sport in
· America. Finals for USFHA are
scheduled for November 26 at 8:30
a.m. and 9:45 a.m.
Tickets will be on sale at the
Pavillion during the five days of
competition.

The Wrestlers, who looked to be
on their way to the league title
were knocked off by a scrappy
bunch of villagers (University
Village) in a thrilling J3-15 game.
Credit must be given where
credit is due and the village people
came on with gusto.
.
The wrestling team also deserves a note of praise for their
.~uccess thus far in t~e '78 season.
The Wrestlers now fall back into a
three-way tie with Aerial Circus
and.The Best Team, who all stand
6-1 in "A" l~ague.
Aerial Circus took a double this
week taking on University Villqe
44-0 and Arthritis in Action 22-8.
Against Arthritis, receiver Dean
Erickson caught one touchdown
pass and two conversion points,
Jeff Solscheicf made a score, and
quarterback Jay GaI,"cea ran for
another.
The Best Team lost to the
Wrestlers earlier in the week 6-8,
but made a great comeback
beating We Will Win 16-8.
In other ','A" · league games,
Freddies Underwater Cement
IQeaners scooped up the Golden
Rods 16-6 and Blaine Teverbaugh
1-0, We Will Win 30-0 easily over

Support Crier .
advertisers
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Mandingo ll, Don Kroll Jr. 8-0
over Blaine Teverbaugh, and
Mandigo II coming back witK an
8-6 victory over Golden Rods.
"B'' league leaders Spiked
Punch Bunch downed Over the
Hill Gang 14-8, Phallus Cowboys ,
shot out Bad Company 30-0, Music
Nut defeating Y-Not 14-6, Heros
6-0 over Geritol Jets, and MGE's
accepting a forfeit from Horns
All-Stars.
"D" league tops the other
leagues by still having undefeated
teams. Among these ·are Bad
Knees Bears who clinched a double
this week from Meisner Frosh 42-0
arid Muzzall 46-0, and the great
Rip City 'Yho pulled a rough one
away from Stephens-Whitney
(The Clones) in overtime. It was a
first loss for The Cl~mes.
TCO (6-1) bounced on Muzzall
35-0 and won by a forfeit from
Slime Suckers. Quigley beat After
Burners 12-8 and Slime Suckers
32-7. Muff Divers II also took
·After Burners 22-0.

In volleyball "A" league, it was . ROTC, The Stuff stuffed Al-MonTequila Kids spiking The Super te and C. Moore Butts, Aztecas
Scrubbs and 700 Club, Bad over ROTC, C. Moore Butts
Company over 6-Pack &.Three and downed The Smashers, and
700 Club, Student Affairs' over Al-Monte Beat Davies I.
6-Pack & Three, and Super
":P" leaguers saw Return of the
Scrubbs took a forfeit from Pine Clowns over Carmody-Monroe and
Davies II, The Airheads over
Street Packers.
Mark's-Who Knows Whats?
OB Method ;beat ·Davies 1 and Downtowners spiked CarmodyAztecas in "B'' league games this Monroe but forfeited to Overload·
week. The Smashers smashed ies.
1

.
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Roof Vents and· ·
Pick-up Duo Vents Installed.
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S. Calkins
Phone 925-3777

413 N. Main Street ~
Ellensburg E
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MUNDY'S SHOE STORE
Hush Pupf?Ai~§®
cold weather forecast
Wherever you live, you'll appreciate the
extra comfort of Hush Puppies• boots
this winter. Warm lined leathers keep the
elements out and your temperature in.
Comfortable idea· for attending
your favorite Fall sports event
Beat the forecast.

Ike P·urdy
Member Million Dollar Round Table

Personal & Business
Tnsurance ·

I 12&-3111 I
NEW YORK LIFE
INSURANCE CO.
42 8 N. Sprague

*2699

i

.
.
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Soccer sweeps - ~l8yoff hound
beat them this year. WSU took a
By Greg Kulczyk
Returning to winning form, the close 4-3 win two weeks ago.
"They're (WSU) very tough, it'll
Soccer Club swept two games last
weekend and enters this week's be a hell of a game," predicts Jo.hn
playoffs, .November 17 and 18 at Klimek. "We have the ability. and
Eastern with a 9-1 record. The it's to our advantage to play at
defending playoff champs from Eastern." The field at Eastern is
Central are scheduled to play ~iuUlar to the Club's home grass.
WSU Saturday at 11 a.m. A win Central's only loss came on
will send the club into the title .artificial turf.
· As much or more than anyone,
game Sunday at' 2 p.m.
The opening round draw gives Matt Bull keyed last weekel}d's
0entral a shot at the only teani to success. The forward scored an

Inflation Fighter
---Special----

All

Sweaters

15 % ·r;--_-~
Off

i '-'
I

Inflation f iihter
11 liold

-1mazing seven goalS. four on
Saturday. In ·some ways the two
wins meant more than others,
especially after the team's loss to
WSU. "We needed confidence,"
said Klimek. "All week practice
was serious. We worked on the
basics."
"Although we expect to win
every game, we don't take them
lightly," he added. ·
Behind Bull's four goals, Whitworth fell 8-1 Saturday. Central~
was never threatened, even when
subs played mpst of the second
half in an effort to rest the
regulars.
"After 20 minutes. we knew we
were going to win," said Klimek.
"We just overpowered them."
Bobby Storino scored two goals,
one on a rocket shot and Cary
Davidson and Steve Crist added
one each.
Davidson thought the Club
played skillfully.
"We looked
super good," he said. ~'Tom
Shearer had a good game, so did
Dave Moe. We just out-classed

them, out-finessed them," Davidson added.
Central's win over Northern
Idaho Sunday was not so easy,
even with the 7-0 shutout.
Northern ' Idaho _is much more
physical than Whitworth. Strange
thing about that shutout, it VfaS .
without regular goalie Ron Button.
Button, out with a sore ankle
should be ready for the playoffs,
but probably not at full strength · it's a day to\lay thing.
Cary Davidson filled in a goal
and turned in a·great performance.
"~ary was great," said Klimek.
." It's not easy to switch from
midfield to goalie, especially
mentally."
~·1 don't really like being
keeper," Davidson said of his new
.'job', "but it's good for the Club for
me to get experience in case Ron
can't perform in the playoffs."
As mentioned, Matt Bull played
a major role in the win, this. time
scoring three goals. Storino added
two, giving him four for the
weekend. Charlie Hingston and

Klimek scored the other two.
"It would have been easy to let
down/' said Klimek after Sunday's
tough win. But the Club didn't and
.now head_s into the playoffs with
great confid~nce. Before the
Whitworth match, Tom Shearer
said, "Let's give them a soccer
lesson." With the Club's skill and
any luck, WSU will flunk the 'final
exam' Saturday.·

. BRIGHT NOTES: Sunday was
Fan Appreciation Day.
Team
members passed out flowers to
ladies in attendence and applauded
the fans for their support... Cary
Davidson's shutout was the Club's
second of the season. Two more
would help ... after two great
efforts; the offense is scoring an
average of 5.22 goals a game while
the 'D' is holding teams to 1.23 a
game...~otal goals are 47 to 11... in
the scoring race, Matt Bull's· 14
leads the way, Bobby Storino has
11 and Cary Davidson has 9.

Central goalie reveBl~ ·secrets
Dy Ron Button

position to scout the whole field
and direct his defenders where the
Goalkeeping is one of the most open opponents are that should be
challenging positions in the game covered.
Also, when diving for the ball,
of soccer. As in any athletic
endeavor, each of the players must his body should achieve full
work together as a unit to succeed extension. Forearms and palms
in developing their true potential. should be facing the approaching
The keeper plays a big role in ball, and all the while the
helping his teammates work as · goalkeeper must have his eyes on
one. Communication is manda- the ball. Then, when catching the.
tory. The keeper should always · ball, he should do so with his palms
talk when ·needed. He has a good and fingers bringing the ball to his

chest.
After stopping the shot, it is
better to throw or kick the ball to
an open teammate ihan to kick the
ball indiscriminately upfield. Tl!is
pass should be to the opposite siae
of the field, as the side the shot
came from ·usually has a greater
number of · opponents. A good
goalie will· find the most skillful
and fastest striker on the otlier 1
team \.and try to keep his (the
goalie1 away from him.

·FOOTBALL ·P LAYER OF THE WEEK
•

JOHN ·WILLIS

•

John Willis, a 5'10", 175 lb. Junior from Tuscon, Arizona.

•

. Willis had a key interception in the fourth quarter to halt a
possible scoring drive that would have given OIT the lead and
momentum. Willis ran the aerial steal back 44 yards to set
- up Central's winning touchdown. Willis has been a consistant
performer in ·the stop department this year for the Cats·.

..

N~vember
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Catalog
TEN FREQUENTLY ASKED
QUESTIONS IN JOB
INTERVIEWS
1. What two or three things are
most important to you in your job?
2. What motivates you to put
forth your greatest effort?
3. How do you determine or
, evaluate success?
4.
What qualities showd a
successful manager p~ssess?
5. What specific goals, other
than those related to your
occupation have you established
for yourself for the next ten years?
6. What are the most important
rewards you expect in your
career?
7. In what ways do you ·think
you can make a contribution to our
organization?
8. What do you consider to be
your greatest strengths and
weaknesses?
9. What are your long range and
short range goals; when and why
did you establish these goals and
how are you preparing yourself to
achieve them?
10. What have you learned from
your mistakes?
CAREER PLANNING
&PLACEMENT
The Career Planning ~ Placement Center in Barge Hall 105 has
many services available to candidates and students at Central. We
wish to extend an 'invitation to you
to stop by and become acquainted
with our office.
The Career Information Library
is open for your use any time
' during office hours. For those
seeking a position, you should
' check the job listing books. Some
of these are: "Current Teaching
., Positions;'' "Administrative Postions," "Two •and Four-Year
College Positions/' "Business, Industry, Government Positions.
November 29-30-Peace Corp/
Vista; Bachelor's Degree. Worldwide possibilities in 65 developing
countries. Living allowance.

'

WAREFAIR EXPANDS
UPSTAIRS
The bi-annual Warefair has
expanded this year to the upstairs
portion of the SUB. The entire
space outside the theatre and
ballroom will be utilized by the
Warefair dealers.
The Warefair is scheduled -.for
December 6, 7, 8 from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. A wide variety of wares wilt
be sold including pottery jewelery,
leather work, and stained glass.
COMMUNITY GALLERY

408112 N. Pearl St., upstairs, will
feature its eleventh annual Christmas show and sale. There will be
eight rooms full of handcrafted
items, including a Christmas tree
hung with unusual ornaments for
sale. With a bigger variety than
ever, this show will run November
11 through December 31. Hours:
noon to 5 p.m., Monday through
Saturday.

P.8.L. RAFFLES TURKEYS
The Central Chapter of Phi Beta
Lariibda, a business organization,
is holding a turkey raffle. Tickets
are being sold by members for 50
cents each.
Drawing for two
turkey~ will be held in the SUB
room 204 at 7:00 p.m. Mo11day,
November 20.
Phi Beta Lambda holds business
IJ1eetings every other Monday at
7:00. p.m. Anyone currently
enrolled in a business class may
join. If interested, contact Connie·
Roberts, PBL advisor, Business ·
Education Department. 963-1444.
Members of Phi Beta Lambda
will attend a Wesiern Regional
Leadership Conference on Novemher 16, 17, and 18 in Seattle. The
Leadership Development Institute
will be keynoting the conference
on Thursday evening at the
Olympie Hotel. Approximately
1,200 FBLA-PBL students from
the Western states have preregistered.

ATTEi~TION: WINTER
QUARTER EDUCATION
STUDENTS ·

PARENT ADVISORY

There will be a meeting for all
Winter Quarter Option "C" Entry
Phase Students on Wednesday,
November 29, from 4-6 p.m. in
Black Hall Room 101.
This
meeting is mandatory.
Placements for Winter Quarter
Student Teachers and Option "C"
Entry Phase Students•. will be
posted on the bulletin board across
from Black 216 beginning Novemher 28. Please check the board for
your tentative placement, reporting date, time and location.
Registration for Winter Quarter
will take place when you report to
your district. You do not need to
come to campus to register for.
Winter Quarter.
C.W.U. RODEO CLUB
To all interested students-The
CWU Rodeo Club meets every
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in Room
207 of the SUB.

The Parent Advisory Council for
the Children's School, Hebeler
: Building, is conducting its annual
clothing sale. This year's items
include · quilted vests, jeans in
junior and adult sizes, and cord
pants in adult sizes. The sale will
be November 16, 7-9 p.m., Hebeler
201; November 17, noon to 6 p.m.
and November 18, 9-4 p.m. at 106
West Fourth (Old -Scrimshaw
location downtown across from the
former Goofy's).
Proceeds are used to support
activities for children and -parents . .
VARSITY TENNIS
There will be a meeting of all
prospective men's varsity tennis
players in Nicholson Pavilion
Tuesday, November 21 at 2:00
p.m. in room 116.
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BBASF

Sensitive Sound. From The People Who Invented Magnetic Tape.

With BASF you earl fill a room
with sounds you never heard before~
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SAFTYE >~
~
at
Central

~
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Washington SAFTYE (Stop
Auto Fatalities Through Youth
Efforts) was started in 1972 after
,. the "Survival 71" conference in
Oakland, California. The Confer- ·
enca was sponsored by the U.S.
Department of Transportation :
National Safety Administration.
SAFTYE is a group of young
people 15-24 years old who
promote traffic safety in Washington by means of traffic safety
projects. Membership is primarily
comprised of high school students,
with college students filling the
advisory role. College students
·enrolled in safety related fields are ~
eligible for office in the WashingSensitive Sound.
More sensitivity for more music. .
ton SAFTYE staff.
, '
Using an anechoic chamber, the finest sound
It is a startling demonstration of the sensitivity
Currently, John Radwanski, a ~
equipment available , and the most sensitive tape
of our New Professional Series Cassettes. You get
student on campus, is president of
ever made, we were able to capture the sound of the
more headroom, greater dynamic
··
the SAFTYE group. Radwanski is ~
wingbeats of a butterfly in flight ... a sound similar to
range, a better signal-to-noise ratio
recruiting students for the Central
that of a great bird of prey.
and unheard of sensitivity. And that's
delegation.
· why you hear music the way you have
A state conference is held each ~ ·
never heard it before on cassette. .
year during the spring which is
oriented to workshops, idea
exchanges, and projects for state
SAFTYE students. Also, awards
to individuals and groups outSPECIAL
standing in safety related fields
FREE
- $12.00 Value
are given.
CAR
BOX-holds
12 Cassettes.
Radwanski can be contacted at
Buy 5 Pro· Ill C-90
925-6369 or through the Safety )
Education Office at 963-3218.
99
ffe 9 :S32.00 Now
SAFTYE is administrated by
the Superintendent of Public
#15
' Instruction and by the Washington
ALAALAALAALAALAALA~LAALAALAALAALA
Traffic Safety Commission.
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WASHE utilizes

efforts of student leaders
The Washington Association of
Students in Higher Education
(WASHE) Conference was held on
V~shon Island at Camp Burton,
}:0vember 3-5, 1978.
Student
leaders from all over the state
including a delegation from California were in attendance.
Student groups from Washington
included the Washington Association of University Students
(WAUS), the Washington Association -of Independent Student
Governments (WAISG), the
Council of Representatives and
Preside nts (CORP), and the
Washington Student Legislature
(WSL).
The conference was organized
primarily by Doug Briethaupt of
CORP to direct and better utilize
the combined efforts of student
leaders and agencies.
The
conference was the first of its kind
in this state and region, and
covered areas of concern including
lobbying skills, leadership styles
and techniques, student agency

operations, and a host of other
informative subjects.
The conference was started with
an informal resQurce e~change by
all the governments an~ agencies
involved.
Many were the
opportunities to trade ideas and
materials from each of the
delegations. Central passed out
copies of its BOD constitution and
miscellaneous printed pamphlets
and materials, as well as copies of
this quarter's CRIER.
·
Dr. Gail Norris, Director of the
Council for Post-Secondary Education, was the lead speaker. · He
re-iterated some of the comments
he made October 7, at a
joint meeting of the Senate and
House committe'e s on Higher
Education. Norris outlined some
upcoming legislation. Briefly, here
is some of what he offered: a
possible tuition rate increase; a
possible closure of the Evergreen
College due to decreased enrollment; evaluations of off campus
programs; evaluations of VA &
Institutional programs; salary

November 16, 1978

CAMPUS CRIER

·Off page one
New hoard. member
takes office

FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS.
A D PARTS

•

VISA'

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 North Main

925-5539

2:00 A.M. DAILY

